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Comments: Hi. Logging near streams is bad for salmon, orcas, and a massive network of food that we depend on

for survival. What are you doing to ensure that this logging project is in the best interest of our childen and our

children's children? I demand transparency. I demand full disclosure of an analysis on the projected impact of this

on our water, soil, and air quality, as well as risks around pollution, flooding, drought, fires, and diminished habitat

for wildlife, etc. I demand our elected officials reach the people of the US with this information directly, and major

news networds broadcast the environmental analysis message multiple times a day.

 

I don't know why I, a 27 year old college grad making minium wage planting trees full time for Americorps, am

explaining this basic fact to the US Forest Service. Who runs the forest service?

 

We do. We do. We the people. My fellow citizens and the indgenous people deserve better for all of our work. 

 

And you (the US government and elected officials) have cut our access to quality education since before I was

born in 93'. You've crammed standardized testing into our schools and no longer connect children to deeper

issues that matter. The general population I don't even think realizes that we work for an empire that keeps us

overworked and undereducated so they can exploit us. Teachers are underpaid, classrooms became more and

more crowded. You made my fellow country people too complicit, poor, and sick to actually maintain a remotely

fair democracy. Land of the free home of the brave? As you destroy our planet, I will use all of my last breaths

assuring my friends and family that this is a lie. Why would we continue working for a country that is destroying

the fabric of our lives behind our backs? 

 

STOP what youre doing or special interests and greed will kill us. The system will fall. And you wont be able to

enjoy your riches in hell. 

 


